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Abstract 
The relationships between a set of orthogonal F-squares or 
-F-rectangles and orthogonal arrays are described. The relation-
ship between orthogonal arrays and error-correcting codes is 
demonstrated. The development of complete sets of orthogonal 
F-rectangles allows construction of codes of any word length 
and for any number of words. Likewise, the development of 
F-rectangle theory makes code construction much more flexible 
in terms of a variable number of symbols. The relationship 
among sets of orthogonal hyperrectangles, orthogonal arrays 
and codes is also described • 
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1. Introduction 
Consideratle t~eory has ~een developed over the last dozen years on ortho-
gonali ty of F-quares ~-:.d ?-rectangles. Although the original work was done by 
Finney (1945, 1946 a,b\ approximately 4o years ago, the topic ofF-squares laid 
relatively dorn:ant '.llt:.l Hedayat (1969) wrote a Ph.D. dissertation. Since that 
time, many papers ~ave 8een published, starting with the one by Hedayat and 
and Seiden (1970). There ~.;ere, however, two sor::ewhat related papers in 1966 
by Freeman and in l967 by Addelm~D • 
Orthogonal F-squa~es and F-rectangles can be used to generate orthogonal 
arrays (OAs). These G;.s are iistinctly different from those generated from a 
set of pairwise or~hogcnal Latin squares (POLS). The OAs obtained from a POLS 
set have the s~e number of SJ~bols in every row (runs). By definition, the 
number of symbols from rows and columns of an F-square differs from the number 
in the F-square (FS). 7he resulting OAs will now have more than one set of 
symbols. Since the nucber of ~bols can vary from one FS to another in an 
orthogonal set, OAs c~-:. be generated with several sets of symbols. 
Since there is a 1: 1 correspondence between POLS, OA~ and error-correcting 
codes, as described by ::;.olomb and Posner (1964) and Federer, et al (1971), one 
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ca..T'l construct codes from OAs. T."le l: l correspondence between orthogonal F-
• squares and OAs is easily established (see Nandeli, et al., l~l, e. g. ). The 
• 
• 
l : l correspondence between OAs and codes allows construction of' codes with 
iif'f'erent numbers of' symbols in various words or messages or in some letters 
of the words or messages. In addition, the construction of' sets of' orthogonal 
rectangles and hyperrectangles allows the length of the message and the number 
of messages to be as large as desired for certain sets of' symbols. This flexi-
cility should add considerably to the use and construction of' codes. 
These concepts necessitate the development of' a symbolism to accommodate 
t~e above situations (see Rao, 1946, 1973). This is described in the following 
~ection. Then we describe OAs obtainable from sets of' pairwise orthogonal F-
~~uares, F-rectangles, and F-hyperrectangles. In the last section, it is shown 
tow to obtain codes from the preceding sections. As much as possible, we use 
~he notation and definitions given in the literature . 
2. Notation and Symbolism 
Let LS(v) denote a Latin square of order v and let POLS(v,t) denote a set 
of t pairwise orthogonal Latin squares of' order v. The corresponding orthogonal 
array of' n assemblies (columns), k runs (rows), v symbols, and of' strength 2 may 
be denoted as OA(n=v2,k=t+2,v,2). Likewise, the corresponding notation for a 
block code derived from the OA(v2,t+2,v,2) is c(v2,t+2,v,d) where there are v2 
NOrds, each of length t+2, with v symbols used for each word. Note that not 
all v symbols need appear in each word. Alternatively, one could have t+2 words 
of length v2 which would be denoted by C(t+2,v2,v,d). The distaT'lce between words 
is the number of' symbols by which two words differ. The minimum distance be-
tween anl two words in the code is defined as Hamming distance • 
• 
• 
• 
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To illustrate the above, the POLS(3,2) set leads to the OA(9,4,3,2) which is 
Latin s uare OA 
rows 000 lll 222 
columns 012 012 012 
Latin square one 012 120 201 
Latin square two 012 201 120 
If one considers the columns to be the 9 words of length 4 with v=3 symbols, the 
Hamming distance is d=3. If one considers the rows to be the t+2 words of 
length v2=9 with v=3 symbols, the Hamming distance is d=6. 
Let FS(c,Av), where Av=c, denote an F-square of order c with v symbols 
each occurring A times in each row and in each column; let POFS(c,Av,t) denote 
a set of pairwise orthogonal F-squares (FSs). Now, if one constructs an OA from 
this set, two rows of the OA will have c symbols with each symbol occurring c 
times, and t rows will have v symbols with each symbol occurring AC times. To 
illustrate, consider the particular FS(4,22 ,9) set which produces the following 
OA (Note from Schwager, et al., (1983), that there are at least three non-
isomorphic sets. ): 
0000 llll 2222 3333 
0123 0123 0123 0123 
1100 1100 0011 0011 
1010 1010 0101 0101 
1001 1001 0110 0110 
1100 0011 1100 0011 
1100 0011 0011 1100 
1010 0101 1010 0101 
1010 0101 0101 1010 
1001 0110 1001 0110 
1001 0110 0110 1001 
• 
• 
• 
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The above OA is denoted by OA(l6;2,9;4,2;2) • 
Consider now the FS(c;A~1 ,···,A~a), where E~=lai = v, ~Ai = c, and ai is 
the number of symbols occurring ~ times in each row and in each column. For 
a b b c c c 
b b c c c a 
b c c c a b 
c c c a b b 
c c a b b c 
c a b b c c 
and 
a b c d e e 
b c d e e a 
c d e e a b 
d e e a b c 
e e a b c d 
e a b c d e 
The corresponding notation for a set of pairwise orthogonal FSs is 
a a POFS(c·~ 1 ••• A a·t) when the number and frequency of symbols stays the same in 
,.l' ' a' 
each of the t FSs. However, when this number and frequency changes from FS to 
FS, we denote the hth FS h-l 2 ••• t as FS(c·~ 1 ••• Aaah) where E~11 f'h. = vh 
' - ' ' ' ' ' l ' ' a11 ' ~= ~ 
the number of symbols in the hth FS and E~~l~iAhi =c. A set of t orthogonal such 
FSs is denoted t ( ~ aa as lJh OFS c· Ab 1 • • • A 11 ) • 
=l ' l ' ' a11 To illustrate for c=4 and t=3, the set 
FS(4;l4 ) FS(4;l2 ,21 ) FS(4;l1 ,31 ) 
0 l 2 3 0 l 2 2 0 l l l 
l 0 3 2 2 2 l 0 l l 0 l 
2 3 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 
3 2 1 0 2 2 0 1 l 0 1 1 
forms a set of three pairwise orthogonal FSs with four symbols in the first FS, 
three symbols in the second FS, and two symbols in the third FS. 
For the above situation, the corresponding OA may be denoted as OA(c2 ;2,1,1,··· ,1; 
c,v1,v2,···,vt;2) where there are vh symbols, h=l,2,··· ,t, in the hth FS. One row 
• 
• 
• 
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of the OA is obtained from one FS and if some of the vh were equal, this would 
be reflected in the number of rows with that number of symbols. 
For F-rectangles (FRs), it is necessary to denote the number of rows r in 
the FR as well as the number of columns c. We use the notation FR(c r· ~1 ••• A~· 
''l' 'a' 
rP-1 • • • rPa ) with c columns r rows (Y_. symbols occurring l. • times in columns 
l ' ' a ' ' ~ "l. 
with IDi Ai = c, and ~ symbols occuring TTi times in the rows with L.aiTTi = r. 
The corresponding set of t pairwise orthogonal FRs is denoted as ~=10FR(c,r; 
0: 0: a O:h Cla, )._'"""h l • • • A h • TT.: 1 • • • TT h ) 
nl ' ' ah ' hl ' ' ah • 
an FS(l2,6;42 ,22 ;~,12 ) orthogonal pair is 
0 0 l l l 2 0 0 l l l 2 0 l 2 0 1 1 2 0 3 1 3 0 
2 0 0 l l l 2 0 0 l l l 1 0 1 3 l 2 l 3 0 0 2 0 
l 2 0 0 l l l 2 0 0 l l 3 2 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 
l l 2 0 0 l l l 2 0 0 l 2 0 3 1 3 0 0 1 2 0 1 l 
l l l 2 0 0 l l l 2 0 0 l 3 0 0 2 0 l 0 1 3 l 2 
0 l l l 2 0 0 l l 1 2 0 0 l 0 1 0 3 3 2 l 2 0 1 
The corresponding OA is: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 l l l l 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 
012345 012345 012345 012345 012345 012345 
021110 002111 1 0 0 2 l l 110021 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 1 l 0 0 
013210 102031 2 1 l 3 0 0 0 3 2 l 0 1 1 1 0 3 2 0 121003 
6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 888888 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 ll ll 11 11 11 ll 
012345 012345 012345 012345 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 
021110 002111 l 0 0 2 1 l 110021 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 l 
2 1 0 0 l 3 0 3 1 1 0 2 300211 101032 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 
which we denote as OA(72;l,l,l,l;l2,6,2 1 :31 :11 ,22 :l2 ;2). Here, 2: 3:1 indicates 
three symbols with relative frequencies 2, 3, and 1, and 22 : 12 indicates four 
3 4 5 
1 0 0 
1 2 1 
• 
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symbols with relat~ve frequencies 2, 2, 1, and 1. In general, we denote such a 
derived OA as OA(cr; 1, 1, t 1 , • · •, \:;c,r, ui!=l[ ~1 : ~2 : • · • : A.::h ];2) where the 
relati'~ frequencies have the s~allest common denominator. Note that this rela-
tive frequency of symbols in lowest terms is the same in rows as in columns of 
an ?R. The above }A notation c~D be somewhat simplified as OA(cr;b1,b2,···,ba; 
s1 ,s2,··· ,sa;2), where there are cr columns with bi rows of si symbols, i=l,2,···,a. 
This is the notation suggested by Nandeli et al. (1981). Rao (1973) uses a somewhat 
di:'::'erent notation. 
Additional notation, especiall:r for codes, will be developed as needed in the 
text. 
3. Orthogonal Ar~ays Obtainable from POFSs 
Hedays.t (1969), 3:edayat ani Se:..den (1970), and ::eda:_tat, et al. (1975) have 
de~ons~rated how to construct F-squs.res and complete sets of F-squares of order 
•. sm, s s. pr~e power and m a positive integer. Since there are sm rows, sm 
• 
co~umns, ~d (sm-1)2 /(s-1) FSs, each with s symbols, one can const~~ct the 
OA(s2m;2,(siD-1)2 /(s-l); sm,s;2) fro= the complete set of FSs. Federer (1977) 
constructei complete sets of FSs of order n=4t for all t for which a Hadamard 
matrix of side 4t exists. These c~~ be used to construct the OA(n2 ;2,(n-1)2 ; 
n,2;2). Some examples are: 
OA(42 ;2, 9;4 ,2;2) 
OA(82 ;2,49;8,2;2) 
OA(~;2,32;9,3;2) 
OA(l62 ;2,225;16,2;2) 
OA(252 ;2,1LL;25,5;2) 
OA(272 ;2,338;27,3;2) 
OA(282 ;2,729;28,2;2) 
Mande1i (1975) and Mande1i ani ?ederer (1983) constructed complete sets of 
FSs of order sm with varying numbers of symbols of t~e form s,s2 ,··· ,sm-1 , 
• 
• 
• 
sm with repetitions s=-l :!:-2 ••• 1 s ' ,s, ' respec~ive:y . These FSs can be used to 
form OAs of the form 2A(s2!!::·,:J. ,n 1 ,· •• n2 n1· c:::!l s!:.-l ·• • s2 s·2) where some of 
::!l m- ' '- ' - ' ' ' ' ' 
the ni, i=l,··· ,m, can be zer~ in which casette corresponding number of symbols 
si is deleted : ... rom the nu:::ber of symbols. Exa._--ples of -:he above for sm=8 are 
POFS(8;18 ,24 ,42;6,1,4), ?OFS(8;18,24 ,42;5,2,8), POFS(8;18,24,42;7,0,0) = 
POFS(8;18;7) = POLS(8,7); these can be used to for!:. the OAs as OA(64;8,1,4;8,4,2;2), 
OA(64;7,2,8;8,4,2;2) and JA(64;9;8;2). Many sets of this form are possible, of 
which the above sets are specific examples. 
Mandeli, et al. (19E:) €ave the following theore!:.: 
If the orthogonal array (n,k,s,2) and~ POLS(s,t) exis:s, then there exists 
~orthogonal array (n2 ,t~2 +2,s,2). 
From this result, an GA(n2 ;2,tk2 +2;n,s;2) exists. The:r showej that for n=2sP 
such an orthogonal array can be constructed. 
Schwager, et al. (1923) constructed complete sets of FSs of order 2n of 
the form POFS(2n;l2n,(2n-~)2 ;1,(2n-l)(2n-2). ~ese car. be used to construct 
They shov;ej hm'i to construct two 
nonisomorphic sets of ~hese ?Ss and both of these are nonisomorphic to those con-
structed by Hedayat, et a:. (1975) and by Fejerer (1977). Thus, three sets of 
nonisomorphic OAs are obtainable from FSs of order 2n. 
Schwager, et al. (1963) used Hall's (1961) nonisomorphic Hadamard matrices 
of side 16 to form three nonisomorphic FSs of order four. These POFS(4;~;9) 
can be used to form the OA(l6;2,9;4,2;2). 
Another special case has been described for FSs of order six. Hedayat, 
et al. (1975) gave the PO?S(6;23;4); Anderson, et al. (1974) constructed the 
POFS(6;23;c) and showed it could no~ be extended. Federer (1975) constructed 
~ the POFS(6;32 ,23:l,8) and tte POFS(~;l~,23;l,7) sets. Finney (1982) gave con-
stTuctions for POFS(6;16,23;l,7), FOFS(c;l6,32 ;1~3), and POFS(6;16,32 ;l,l0); he 
~ 
~ 
stated that no pair of orthogonal FSs exists for five symbols or for four 
symbols co~posed of two in once ~Di twc in twice ~n each row and column. 
The above illustrations are s~~ei up in the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. The existence of~ set of POFS(n;Av;t) ~ OA(n2 ;2,2.t+t;n,v;2), 
.t' > l if an OA(n,i.' ,v,2) exists 
where .t = 
l otherwise 
Proof: Case I. Suppose an OA(n,.t' ,v,2) does not exist. Let R be the following 
n X n matrix: 
R = 
0 
l 
v-1 
0 
l 
v-1 
0 
l 
v-1 
Let C be the following n X n matrix: 
0 
l 
v-l 
0 
l 
v-l 
0 
l 
v-1 
0 
l 
v-1 
0 
l 
v-1 
0 
1 
v-1 
• 
0 
0 
0 
l 
l 
1 
v-1 
v-::.. 
v-l 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
v-1 
v-1 
v-1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
v-1 
v-1 
~·ie can see that R is ortl:ogonal to ~ ani that R a.>1d C are orthogonal to ?1 , ? 2 , 
···,Ft. Likewise, construct the 1 x n2 matrices: 
:2* = (00 011 1 v-l v-1 '.--1 
00 Oil 1 v-1 v-1 v-1 . . . 00 . .. 011 ... 1 . .. v-1 v-1 . .. 
~it-
'-- - (01 v-1 01 v-1 01 v-1 
01 v-1 01 v-1 01 v-1 . . . 01 . . . v-1 01 . .. v-1 ... 01 . .. 
v-1) 
v-1) 
R* is orthogonal to C*. If the rows of each of the set of t mutually orthogonal 
• ?(n;Av) squares are written consecutively so as to form a 1 X n2 row matrix 
(as, for example, when the r::atrix R is transformed to R*) we get t ::::utually 
orthogonal 1 X n2 row matrices Ff, F~, · · ·Ft. Since R and C are orthogonal to 
? 1 ,F2,··· ,Ft, we have that R* ~~d C* are orthogonal to F!,F~,··· ,Fr. Hence, 
R*, C*, F!, F~, ···, Fr become equivalent to a (t+2) X n2 matrix when rows are 
orthogonal. We therefore have constructed a OA(n2 ,t+2,v,2) 
Case II. Suppose now thatanOA(n,.t',v,2) does exist. Let 
A = OA(n,.t',m,2) 
= 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
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where aij E[O,l,··· ,v-1} for i=l,···,! 1 
j=l, · · · ,n . 
Form the following ~ X n matrices: 
ail =.il 
ai2 9.i2 
Ri = 
a. 
1n 2 in 
for "-1 ••• !I 1- ' ' an C. 
ai 1l 2.i 12 
ai'l e.i 12 
c. t 
1 
= 
ai 11 ai'2 
for i 1 =1, • • • , ! 1 • 
a., 
1 n 
It can be checked ~hat the 2! 1 reatrices Ri' i=l,··· ,! 1, Ci1' i=l,··· ,! 1 are 
mutually orthogonal. Likewise, the Ri and Ci1 are orthogonal to F1 ,F2,···,Ft. 
If the rows of each Ri and Ci1 fori, i 1=1,··· ,! 1 are written consecutively so 
as to form a 1 X n2 row matrix, we get 2! 1 mutually orthogonal 1 X n2 row 
matrices Rf,Cfl fori, i'=l,··· ,L 1 • Hence, R!,~,···,R~ 1 , cr,c~,···,C% 1 , 
F* F* ·•• F* beco~es equivalent to a (2!+t) X n2 matrix whose rows are ortho-1' 2' ' t 
gonal. We therefore have constructed an OA(n2 ,2!+t, v,2 ). 
Given an OA(::2 ;2,2!+t;n,v;2) one may construct the POFS(n;~..V;t) set . 
• 
• 
• 
- ~l -
JAs ?RC!·: FC?Rs 
Federer, et al. (1983) constructei sees c~ t Dairwise orthogonal F-rectangles 
( PO?Rs) of the follmving form: 
POFR (2v,v;lv,2v;2) for any v, 
POFR (2pv,2qv;(2q)v,(2p)v;2) for any v~ 
POFR (pv,qv;qv,pv;t) for any v ~or whicn a PO~(v,t) exists, 
POFR (4k,2;12 , (2k)2 ;hk-l) for all hk f:::r ',.;::::..c::. a :":e.dar::card matrix exists, 
POFR (~, v ;lv(~-l)v;yn-1) for all pr''e ::owers v, 
and 
( n v ( n-1 v ) POFR ~-,v;l , v ) ;rt for all v for wh~ch a POLS(v,r)-set and an OA(~,t,v,2) 
exist. 
Likewise, following the decomposition .c:ethods .:)f l-1andeli (1975, 1978), one may 
decompose an FR with v=ph symbols into (ph-1); (pk-1) ?Rs with pk symbols. This 
is described in Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 of Feierer, et al. (1983). 
The above imply OAs of various natures as embodied in the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. The existence of.§. set of PO?R(2,r;qv,pv;t) ~the following OAs 
OA( c, r;l, 1, t; c ,r, v;2) for v any integer whe!1 :;: and q are ~' any v /= 2, 6 
when p and q are odd, and for all v when r=v &!1d c=2v. 
Proof: The proof is by construction from a PO?R set, and follows that for 
Theorem 3.1. 
It should be noted that the OAs have ::an~- more rows than are available for 
OAs from POLSs or POFSs. For example, for v~2, no pair of orthogonal Latin 
squares exists. For Latin rectangles, there -~·ill be 4k-l POFRs for all 4k for 
- 12 -
~hich a Hadamard exists. This is a 2omplete set. Also, no pair of Latin 
~ squares of order 6 exists. It is relatively simple to obtain orthogonal pairs 
of FRs with six r.::ws and 24k col\.ilili1s~ k=l,2,···. 
~ 
~ 
It is also i~teresting to note that one ~ay construct orthogonal pairs of 
:?Rs with v/2 rows ani 2v columns for all even v. For v=4p+3, p=l,2, • • •, one 
2an construct a ~air of nearly orthcgonal FRs with (v-1)/2 rows and 2v columns. 
These FRs will ha'.-e t~e treatments c:~ the pairs in a balanced incomplete block 
errangement rather tban in an orthogonal relationship. These results are 
iescribed in Heda:.-at and Federer (19(:3). 
5. O.As from Pairwise Jrthogonal F-H;rpe!'rectangles 
Just as one ~an go ~rom Latin squares to Latin cubes and hypercubes (see 
:?ederer, 1955, Ct.. X:.', e. g. ) , one ca_11 go from :?Ss to hyper-FSs (HFSs), and 
from FRs to hyper-FRs (HFRs). Then one can consider a set of t pairwise ortho-
gonal HFSs which ~ill be denoted as POHFSs. Cheng (1977, 1980), Mandeli (1978), 
and Mandeli and ?ederer (1983) have given constructions for POHFSs, Cheng for 
equal numbers of SYF-cols in each HFS and the others when the number of symbols 
varies from HFS to F.?S. 
The followiP_g theorems summarize the results obtainej by the above authors: 
Theorem 5.1. (Ct.eng, Th. 3.1): If vis~ prime power and Ni=~, k=l,2,···,m, 
then there exists a complete set of F-hyperrectangles of size N1 X N2 X ••• X Nm 
-with v symbols. 
Theorem 5.2. 
nrime power, 
(l.fa_'1:ieli and Federer, Th. 2.2 ): 
k h=l,2,···, and Ni=v, k=l,2,···, then ~ F-hy~errectangle of ~ 
- 13 -
IT~'=l Ni with v syn:cols ~ be .:lecomoosei ir::. to , ·-.r-1 )/ (:pf:.-1) pairwise orthogonal 
• F-hyPerrectangles of size ~=l Ni an.:l pk S\-:::lbo::.s for all integers k which divide h. 
• 
rm.. ~ -:< c~~ - 1 · - ~ - Th 2 ~ , 
.Lueorem ..:..:......;.. !-anc.e l 9....11C. : ec.erer, ..:k....· _: ... ~U: -~ v=ph, where p is a prime or 
prime power and. h is _.=. -ccsitive integer, 2:.:l es.ch ~i is ~power of v for 
i=l,2,··· ,m, then there exists..=. complete set ~Fi 4 li=l,··· ,u; j=l,2,··· ,ti} of 
v 
~~ ltl. mutually c~thc~on=.::. ?-h~Lerrectangles c: size~ 1N. and vl. symbols for l=- -- ---- l= l --- ---
Fij (j=l,···,ti), ·whe~e-.:. = [I\=lNi -L:~=1 (:ii-2-) -1]/ (v-1), ti= (v-l)/(pk1 -l), 
an:i 
Theorem 5.~. (Cheng, rh. j.2): If there exis~ OA(Ni,ti,v,2), i=l,2,··· ,h, then 
there exist t nai~ise cr~hogonal F-hY1)errect=..::gles o: size ~=lNi and v symbols 
h t rr:'l (.:... , ) - ~ ._ 
w ere = ii=l "i +- - ...:.. - -i=l "i. 
Theorem 5. 5. ( u~.,., J.'ei ~ "'~ ~ f;'ederer Th 2 :; · ) lY.1c..!..!. _..:,_ ~ - ' __ • -!...::=:. • 
i=l,2,· · • ,h, and vis ~~number, then there exist t nairwise orthogonal 
_h ( h-1 h F-hyperrectangles of size l~=lNi and v syrrbols, where t = v-1) ITi=lti 
+ (v-l)h-2 I: t. 
l ... . <. < <. ... h ll 
- "'" ll lz • • • lh- 1 ;::. 
t. lz 
The sets of ?·JH?R.s .::an be used to cor:stl"'-.:..::t OAs in the same manner as des-
cribed in previous secticr::.s. 
6. Ccies Obtainable from PC?Rs and POHFRs 
As was noted in section 2, a block code c(-..?-,t+2,v,d) may be derived from 
the OA(-..?-,t+2,v,2) or fro~ the POLS(v,t). The code will have -..?- messages of 
length t+2 using v s~.-:::.tc::.s. Alternatively, c:..e coul::l have t+2 messages o£' 
length -..?-. Sir::.ce t is c:.s::ally small relative to the number or length of the 
messages, one shoul:i 2cr:s.:Uer ways of extendi::.g the number and length simul-
• t~neously. ~~e resu::.ts cf ?ederer, et al. (1983) do precisely this. The 
- l'-- -
POFR ( m,v·,lv, (vm-l)'..- · · · t th OA 1 _ _m+l 1 m m 2) v se~ may be used ~a construe e \V · ; ,v ;v ,v; 
• \-.rhich,in turn, can be use.: tc construct c(.J!l+l;l,,;n;vffi,v;d), where there are 
• 
• 
m+ 1 · h · · t'-- -"' t · f m v messages ln 1-1. len Le .:.:..rst letter of a :::.essc.ge con alns one o v symbols, 
and the remaining ,;n letters in the message m~y be one of v different letters 
and d is the average (or :::.inL~um) n~ber o~ letters by which two messages 
differ. The following theorems and corollaries show some of these relation-
ships. The code diste....'1ce cor::puted is the :::cin:...::um Hstance. There could be a 
case for computing average distance. These details have not been worked out. 
Theorem 6.1. POFS(n;\v;t)~5_ [n2 ,v(l+2t+v),v,:--.2 (v-l)/v] v-ary code. 
Proof: From Theorem :.1, t orthogonal FS(n; A.Y)s ~ JA(n2 ,2.t+t, v,2) = A. 
Let B(l+2 .t+t)xn2 = I 0ixn2 J- when Oixn2 is the 1 X n2 matrix of zeros. L A(21.+t)xn2 
(i) 
Form W(l+2.t+t)xn2 = (:..-1) J(l+2.t+t)xn2 + B for i=l,2,·•·,v, where J(l+2.t+t)xn2 
is the (1+2.t+t)Xn2 matrix of ones. We will s~ow that the v (1+2.t+t) rows of 
the v matrices w(l),H(2 ), ••• ,-tl(v) form the coC.e. 
Part 1: We will show that (1) B is C[n2 ,1+22+t,v,n2 (v-l)/v. B H(l+2.t+t)xn2 = a ---
forms a C[N,M,q,d] where :I=n2 is the length of each row of B, M = 1+2.t+t is the 
number of rows of B, and q=v is the number of symbols of B. The last 2£+t 
rows of B are the orthogonal array A; hence, each symbol j from row i of A, 
i=l,··· ,2.t+t; j=O,··· ,v-l appears /...2 times with each symbol j' from row i' of 
A, i'=l,···,2.t+t; ifi', j'=O,···,v-1, where \=n/v. Hence, the pair of ele-
ments ( ~ ) appear /...2 times in a column for rows i and i'. Since there are v 
such pairs ( ~ ) , the n~~cer of times we have pairs of the form 
column for row i and i' of A is v/...2 • Hence, the number of pairs 
•f= • I 0 1 1 , 2 12 J J = J ,•• • ,v- lS n -Vt\ • TI:erefore 
( ~ ) as a 
( ~, ) for 
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2 
• 
( ~ ) = 
?or the first row c~ B, which is the row O{xn2 ' and any other row of B, ( 00 ) 
~ppears nA times. Hence, (~)for j=l,2,···,v-l appears n2 -nA times. So, 
=.gai:1 
?art 2: (i) For the same reasons as in part 1, W(l+2!+t)xn2 .forms a C[n2 ,1+2!+t, 
v,n2 (v-l)/v] for i=2,· • · ,v. 
?art 1: We now show that 
(1) 
W (1 +2t+t )Xn2 
• W= 
(2) 
W (1+2Ht )xn2 
is a C[n2 ,v(l+2i+t),v,n2 (v-l)/v]. W constructs a [N,M,q,d] code. Clearly, 
M = v(l+2!+t) the number of rows of W 
and 
q = v. 
Case _I: j = j' = 1 == dist = n2 
• 
• 
Case II: 
---
Case III: 
Case IV: 
- l6 -
j I= • I j=l ~ ( i-1 ) n:\ ::_mes J ' i-1 appears 
~ ( i-1 ) .:i :12 ( ~.--1) times for h=O,l,··· ,i-2,i,··· ,v-1 appea!'s = h y 
~ dist 
j f=j 1 , j 1 = 1 similar to Case II. 
• I= • I ..: •I /=1 ~ dist J J ' ..;,J = n2 (v-l) bec~~se these rows of W are constructed v 
from the orthogo~al array A. 
Case V: j = j I J j J j I I= l ~ ,,/i) j (i I ) = (i-1)1 1 
w. = (i 1 -l)1 1 -'- a. 
J J 
where 1' = (l l 
• ~ (~)does not ~ppear for h=O,l,··· ,v-1 
and 
• 
( ~' ) appears n:\ times for h=O,l,···,v-1 
and h 1=(i-l)+h. 
The number of sue~ Hence, dist~.;_ce 
Conclusion, 
v(n:\)=v · n • n 2 -=n 
v 
Given C[n2 ,v(l+2Mv),v,n2 (v-l)/v], a PC?S(n;::\.v;t) set is obtained by con-
struction; hence, the other part of the imr~=-cation . 
- 1! -
Example 6.1: Using the 8 orthogc~a1 ?(t;23 ) sq~sres of Anderson, et al. (1974) 
--
• 
we can construct a 3-ary code: 
C[62 ,3(1+2+8),3,62 (3-1)/3] C[3t,33,3,2-]. 
C' 000000 000000 ocoooo COOOC:) 000000 000000 
R 000000 111111 222222 C000CO llllll 222222 
c 012012 012012 012012 C:=.20j2 012012 012012 
120120 201201 201201 012012 012012 120120 
201201 120120 012012 0120,? 201201 120120 
co 201201 201201 128120 Ol202..2 120120 012012 
~ 120120 012012 l2J12C C220=.2 201201 201201 
T 122001 220011 2COll2 001122 011220 112200 
r-1 
~ 210021 202110 1Cl022 C212:.J 110202 022101 
221010 100212 02ll02 02.0222. 212100 102021 
101022 021210 110202 C221Cl 210021 202110 
0'+1' llllll llllll 112_111 lllll.::... llllll llllll 
R+ 1' llllll 222222 ocoooo llll~ 222222 000000 
c + 1' 120120 2.20120 12)120 l ?Ol2J 120120 120120 
201201 012012 012012 12012:) 120120 201201 
- 012012 201201 120120 120120 012012 201201 
..-I 
+ 012012 012012 201201 12012) 201201 120120 co 201201 120120 2Cl201 12012J 012012 012012 ~ 
T 200112 001122 Oll220 ll22CO 122001 220011 
-
..-I 021102 010221 212100 1:J21C2 221010 100212 + 
• 
r-1 002121 211020 102210 1 ?1QC2 020211 210210 ~ 212100 102021 221010 100212 021102 010221 
0'+21' 222222 222222 222222 222222 222222 222222 
R+21' 222222 000000 111111 222222 111111 000000 
C+21' 201201 201201 201201 2012Cl 201201 201201 
012012 120120 120120 201201 201201 012012 
120120 012012 201201 2012C1 120120 012012 
..-I 120120 120120 012012 2012C1 012012 201201 (\J + 012012 201201 012012 2012C1 120120 120120 co ~ 011220 112200 122001 2200ll 200112 001122 T 
102210 121002 020211 210210 002121 211020 
..-I 202110 101022 (\J 110202 022101 210021 021021 + 020211 210102 002121 211020 102210 121002 r-1 ~ 
Corollary 6.1. 
• 
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Corollary 6.2 • 
• 
s-ary code. 
Corollary 6.3. There exists a set of (s-1)[2(sP-l)/(s-l)-1] 2 orthogonal 
?S[2sP;(2sP-1 )8 ]s, for sa prime or price power and p a positive integer 
~ CA[4s2P,2[2(sP-l)/(s-l)-l} + (s-1)(2(sP-l)/(s-l)-l},-s,2] 
~ [-s2P,s(l+2[2(sP-l)/(s-l)-l} + (s-1)[2(sP-l)/(s-l)-1}2),s, 4 s2P~s-ll J 
s-ary code. 
• 
Corollary 6.4. If we let t~e prime decomposition of a number n be n=nl 1 p~ ·•· plm ~1 ' 2 ' ' m ' 
snd, without loss of generality, let pi1 <p;:a < · · · <p;!!! then there exists a set 
1- l !a l f.e!!! 
of (p :-1) mutually orthogonal F[n· (n 1 p ·•· p m-l m J squares. 
-m ' ~1 ' 2 ' ' m-1 
i.e.' 
.tm 
p -a.,..,r code. 
-m ~,] 
• 
• 
• 
• 
illeorem 6.2. t orthogonal. n1 x n2 x 
- 19 -
x n F-l~;JJlerrectangles with v symbols 
2 
if a CA(n.,t:,v,2) exists for i=l,2 ··• a 
-- l. 1. -- ' ' 
o t::e r..;i se 
~[rf._1n.,v(l+I:~_1t.+t),v, (IT~ n.) (v-1) J l- l l- l. l=l l v 
v-ary code. 
Proof: The proof is a generalization of Thecre~s 3.1 and 6.1. 
Corollary 6.5. If there exist orthogonal an·sys JA(:i.,n.,s 2) for i=l,·· • ,k 
l ]:- ' 
and s is a prime number ~ there exist t mutually ort~ogonal F-hyperrectangles 
of size N1 X N2 X··· X Nk and s symbols, where 
t (s-l)k-ln n •·· 
= 1 2 
s-ary code. 
n, + 
K 
+ ••• + (s-1) L: 
ls;il <i2~ 
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